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Model shown: all-new PEUGEOT 508 GT in optional Ultimate Red special paint.

T HE  RADICAL  FASTBACK . ACCE PT  N OTHIN G L E SS  THAN EXCELLENCE .

Step into the future. 

With its low, dynamic shape, aggressive front end and steely, muscular style, the all-new PEUGEOT 508 Fastback

heralds a new era of sportiness and elegance. Its sculpted lines, finely detailed grille and new light signature emphasise

its sleek, bold and innovative spirit.   
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Satisfy your hunger for perfection.

Expert design ensures uncompromising aesthetics and quality: its balanced proportions, frameless

doors, and overall finish has been designed with precision so that each detail adds its own touch

of elegance and perfection.



* Allure models upwards.
** Standard on GT, optional on Allure and GT Line.

* Optional 

E NJOY THE  UNRIVALLED PEUG EOT I - COC K P IT ® . D E TE CT  THE  U N D E TE CTA BL E .

Take the controls of the PEUGEOT i-Cockpit®.

Experience the agile and visionary driving position with its compact steering wheel, configurable 12.3” head-up digital instrument panel and

10” HD*capacitive touchscreen. For an unrivalled driving experience,  relax in the comfort of the seats with multipoint massage function**.

FOCAL®** Hi-Fi sound offering crystal clear sound enhances the experience further.
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See things more clearly.

An infra-red camera at the front of the car puts Night Vision* technology at your disposal,

making it easier to spot pedestrians or animals in the road at night. Boasting the latest safety

features and driving aids, the all-new PEUGEOT 508 Fastback provides some of the most

advanced technology available.
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DEMAND EFF IC IENCY. U LT IMATE  D R IV IN G E XPE R IE N CE .

Refuse to compromise.

Thanks to the efficiency of its PureTech Euro 6.2 or BlueHDi engines and 8-speed EAT8 automatic

gearbox, the all-new PEUGEOT 508 combines power with controlled CO2 emissions.
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Be Inspired. 

With its sharp steering and exemplary road holding, reinforced by controlled active suspension*, the all-new PEUGEOT 508 Fastback enhances

your driving pleasure and freedom of movement.


